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Existing biosafety guidance for working with vectors 
and vector-borne pathogens

- Biosafety in Microbiological and Biomedical Laboratories
- Arthropod Containment Guidelines 

- Original:
- VECTOR-BORNE AND ZOONOTIC DISEASES Volume 3, Number 2, 2003 

- Revised:
- VECTOR-BORNE AND ZOONOTIC DISEASES 2019 Mar 1; 19(3): 152–173.



Fundamentals of arthropod containment 

- Risk assessment and mitigation
- Vector species 

- Flight risk and invasion potential
- Pathogen species

- Flight risk and invasion potential
- Research assurances and 

institutional approvals
- Lab design
- Lab practices
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Risk assessment and mitigation - Lab personnel
- Building occupants
- Community
- Region 





Arthropod containment
Level (ACL)



Basics of containment @ACL2
- BSL2 basics (limited access, signage)
- Lab design maximizes 

- Containment 
- rearing space is internal to the lab
- physical barriers (fabric, screen or air curtain, sealed vents, mutiple doors/anteroom)
- Dedicated area for working w/ high risk arthropods

- Detection of escapees (white surfaces, closed storage, reduce clutter)
- Lab practices further mitigate risk

- Standard Operating Procedures/Safety Manual
- PPE
- Escape-proof rearing/holding
- Notification (signage, labeling, training)
- Escapee monitoring
- Proper disposal
- Source/harborage reduction



Best practices for working with vectors and assoc. pathogens



Best practices for working 
with vectors and VBPs



Best practices for working 
with vectors and VBPs





Best practices for working 
with vectors and VBPs



Basics of containment @ACL2
- Risk assessment
- BSL2 basics (limited access, signage)
- Lab design maximizes 

- Containment 
- rearing space is internal to the lab
- physical barriers (screening, air curtain, PVC strip, overlapping white fabric sheets)
- Dedicated area for working w/ high risk arthropods

- Detection of escapees (white surfaces, closed storage, reduce clutter)
- Lab practices further mitigate risk

- Standard Operating Procedures/Safety Manual
- Escape-proof rearing/holding
- Notification (signage, labeling, training)
- Escapee monitoring
- Proper disposal
- Source/harborage reduction

Labs that have ongoing work w/ vectors 
are likely designed to adapt to containment 
for gene drive . . .

Current ACL guidelines are designed for 
research using infectious agents.



Recommendations for Laboratory Containment and 
Management of Gene Drive Systems in Arthropods
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